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THE JOURNAL OF SYMBOLIC LOGIC 

Volume 65, Number 3, Sept. 2000 

STATIONARY SETS AND INFINITARY LOGIC 

SAHARON SHELAH AND JOUKO VAANANEN 

Abstract. Let KA be the class of structures (R, <, A), where A C A is disjoint from a club, and let KA 

be the class of structures (R, <, A), where A C A contains a club. We prove that if A `' is regular, then 

no sentence of LA+,< separates KA and K>. On the other hand, we prove that if A u+, i = pi<', and a 

forcing axiom holds (and NL = NI if p = No), then there is a sentence of LAA which separates KA and K . 

One of the fundamental properties of LC&)C& is that although every countable 
ordinal itself is definable in L the class of all countable well-ordered structures 
is not. In particular, the classes 

K = {(= , R): R well-orders w} 
K1 = {(w, R): (w, R) contains a copy of the rationals} 

cannot be separated by any Lot,, -sentence. In this paper we consider infinite quan- 
tifier languages L,<, A > co. Here well-foundedness is readily definable, but we may 
instead consider the class 

TA = {(., R): (R, R) is a tree with no branches of length Al. 
If A = <iA, then a result of Hyttinen [1] implies that T. cannot be defined in L,+,. 

The main topic of this paper is the question whether the classes 

A = f{(., <, A) A is disjoint from a club of A} 
K' = {(R., <, A) A contains a club of A} 

can be separated in L,+, and related languages. Note that a set A C A contains a 
club if and only if the tree T(A) of continuously ascending sequences of elements 
of A has a branch of length A. We show (Theorem 1) that the classes K2 and KI 
cannot be separated by a sentence of LA+,, if A = i'< is regular. The proof of this 
result uses forcing in a way which seems to be new in the model theory of infinitary 
languages. It follows that the class 

S={(R. <, A): A is stationary on Al, 
that separates K2 and KI, is undefinable in L+,,, if A = <i' is regular. We 
complement this result by showing (Theorem 10) that if A =u+, ,u = ,u<', and a 
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1312 SAHARON SHELAH AND JOUKO VAANANEN 

forcing axiom holds (and N' = i I if u = No), then there is a sentence of Liz which 
defines S. and thereby separates KAl and K> 

Hyttinen [1] actually proves more than undefinability of T. in LA+?. He shows 
that T. is undefinable - assuming A = _-A in PC(LA+A). We show (Theorems 5 
and 6) that the related statement that S,,, is definable in PC(LW,,,,2W) is independent 
of ZFC + CH. 

We are grateful to Tapani Hyttinen for valuable remarks concerning this paper. 

? 1. The case A= I<,. 

THEOREM 1. If A = -' is regular, then the classes K5? and K' cannot be separated 
by a sentence of L>+,. 

PROOF. Assume A = A' is regular and Vt c L>+,,. Let 3? be the forcing notion 
for adding a Cohen subset to A. Thus p C 3? if p is a mapping p: aop - 2 for some 
ap < A. A condition p extends another condition q, in symbols p > q, if ap > aq 
and p Laq = q. Let G be 9?-generic and g = U G. Thus 

V[G] l= g- (1) is bi-stationary on A. 

Now either Vt or -t, is true in (R, <, g (1)) in V[G]. We may assume, by symmetry, 
that it is Vt. Let p C G such that 

P 1 1--q (A <I g-() F= V 

where R is the canonical name for g. It is easy to use A = A<' and regularity of A to 
construct an elementary chain (Ms : 4 < A) such that 

(i) M,, -< (H (-7(i)), G, <*), where <* is a well-ordering of H (7()). 
(ii) A + 1 U {p} U {3} U TC({f/}) C Mo. 

(iii) (MA, < 4) C M~+J. 
(iv) Ml, Us<,, Mg for limit v. 

(v) (MEJ)<N C M+ 

(vi) IMJf=A. 
Let M = Uf<A M . Note, that M<` C M because A is regular. We shall construct 

two 91'-generic sets, GO and G', over M. For this end, list open dense D C SD with 
D C M as (D: 4 < A). Define G' {pl 4 < A} so that pi = P, PNI > P I 

with p1 C D0 n M, p'+1(apl) 1, and p= U-<, pi for limit v. Clearly, G' is 

9?4-generic over M and 

M[G'] l= [(R. <, (g' ) -l( 1)) 1= V/], 

where g' - U G'. Note also that M[Gl]<' C M[G'], because M` C M and 3? is 
< x,-closed. 

LEMMA 2. If (PG(X) C L>+,< such that TC({f ( x)}) C M, X C M, and a- C e<N, 
then 

(iA, <, X) (d~) 4=>M [G] A,(R <, X) I=(d'a)] 
PROOF. Easy induction on so(x&). - 

By the lemma, (R, <, (g') -I(1)) 1= Vt. By construction, (R, <, (g') -'(1)) C KA,. 
Now we can finish the proof. Suppose K.? C Mod(vu) and K' n Mod(V) = 0. This 
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STATIONARY SETS AND INFINITARY LOGIC 1313 

contradictsthefactthat (R. <, (g')-(1)) C K. nMod(v/). SupposeK' C Mod(u/) 
andK2 nMod(V) =0. Thiscontradicts (,<, (g0)-(1)) c K0OMod(Vt). -] 

COROLLARY 3. If i = <'d is regular, then there is no p C L,+,, such that for all 
A C A: (R. <, A) I= 9 A is stationary. 

Theorem 1 gives a new proof of the result, referred to above, that if A = %<2, then 
T. is not definable in L,+,. Our proof does not give the stronger result that T. is not 
definable in PC(LA+?), and there is a good reason: Sc,,, may be PC(L(,,OW )-definable, 
even if 2o = - t. This is the topic of the next section. 

?2. An application of Canary trees. A tree F is a Canary tree if s has cardinality 
< 2W, F has no uncountable branches, but if a stationary subset of co, is killed by 
forcing which does not add new reals, then this forcing adds an uncountable branch 
to F. By [4], this is equivalent to the statement that 

(*) For every co-stationary A C co, there is a mapping f with Rng(f) C F such 
that for all increasing closed sequences s, s' of elements of A, if s is an initial 
segment of s', then f (s) <a f (s') . 

THEOREM 4. (i) Con(ZF) -? Con (ZFC + CH + there is a Canary tree) [3]. 
(ii) V=L -+ there are no Canary trees [6]. 
Thus the non-existence of Canary trees is consistent with CH, relative to the 

consistency of ZF. This result was first proved in [3] by the method of forcing. 
THEOREM 5. Assuming CH and the existence of a Canary tree, there is a D C 

PC(LWo2W0 ) such that for all A C wi: (wi, <, A) I= D is A is stationary. 
PROOF. Let F be a Canary tree. It is easy to construct a PC(LW2C,, )-sentence T 

such that the following conditions are equivalent for all A C co,: 

(i) (co, <, A) I= T. 
(ii) There is a mapping f with Rng(f) C F such that for all increasing closed 

sequences s, s' of elements of A, if s is an initial segment of s', then f (s) <I 
f (s'). 

We allow predicate symbols with co-sequences of variables in the PC(LCW,2W,, )-sentence 
T. Now the claim follows from the property (*) of Canary trees. -] 

THEOREM 6. Con(ZF) implies Con(ZFC + CH+ there is no D C PC(LW,2W-01 ) such 
that for all A C cow :,(coj, <, A) ~ F D=? A is stationary) . 

PROOF. We start with a model of GCH and add t2 Cohen subsets to Col. In 
the extension GCH continues to hold. Suppose there is in the extension a D C 

PC(LcW2W,, ) such that for all A C co,: 

(coi, <,A) I= D < A is stationary. 

Since the forcing to add t2 Cohen subsets of co, satisfies the t2-c.c., D belongs to 
the extension of the universe by tI of the subsets. By first adding all but one of the 
subsets we can work in V[A] where A is a Cohen subset of co, and D is in V. Note 
that A is a bi-stationary subset of co,. Let S be in V the forcing for adding a Cohen 
generic subset of co, and let A be the p-name for A. Let p force (coi, <,A) I= (. 
By arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1, we can construct in V a model M of 
cardinality t I containing SD such that MW C M, 

M #[p |- (Wo,<,A) hoA(], 
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1314 SAHARON SHELAH AND JOUKO VAANANEN 

and, furthermore, we can extend p to a 3-generic set H C co, over M such that H 
is non-stationary. Thus M[H] satisfies 

(1) (Co1, <, H) - (D. 

Now (1) is true in V, because M[H]W C M[H]. Since 3? is countably closed, we 
have (1) in V[A], whence H is stationary in V[A], contrary to the fact that H is 
non-stationary in V. A 

?3. An application to the topological space " co,. Let AV1 denote the generalized 
Baire space consisting of all functions f: co, - co,, with the sets 

Ns = {f C X1: f LDom(s) = s}, 

where s C <wco,, as basic open sets. We call open sets 1? and closed sets FI?. A 
set of the form Us<., As, where each As is in Up<, flp, is called 1? . Respectively, 
a set of the form no<, As, where each A< is in Up<a, Z, is called f1- . In AV1 it is 

natural to define Borel sets as follows: A subset of AV1 is Borel if it is Z? or fHO for 
some a < (02. A set A C AV1 is 1II if there is an open set B C AV1 x AV1 such that 

Vf (f c A >g ((f, g) C B)). A set is El if its complement is FI. 
Let CUB be the set of characteristic functions of closed unbounded subsets of 

co,, and NON-STAT the set of characteristic functions of non-stationary subsets 
of co,. Clearly, CUB and NON-STAT are disjoint El. It was proved in [4] that, 
assuming CH, CUB and NON-STAT are LIl if and only if there is a Canary tree. 
Another result of [4] says that the sets CUB and NON-STAT cannot be separated 
by any FI? or Z3 set. 

THEOREM 7. Assuming CH, the sets CUB andNON-STAT cannot be separated by 
a Borel set. 

PROOF. Let {sc,: a < wol} enumerate all s C <'lo-,. Let C = Ua<w,? Ca, where 

Co {O, 1} X AV1 

C { = {2,3} x w(U Ca). 
a<6 

Now we define a Borel set Bc for each c C C as follows: 

(f,/ =U Nsf(, B(lf, K n A1 \Nsf(,), 

B(2j) = U Bf(a), B(3Jf) =n Bf(a) 
a<w1 a<w1 

Clearly, every Borel subset X of A"1 is of the form Bc for some c C C. Then we call 
c a Borel code of X. Below we consider f C Bc as a property of f and c. 

Assume A is a Borel set which separates CUB and NON-STAT. Let c be a Borel 
code of A. Let 3? be the forcing notion for adding a Cohen subset to Col. Let G be 
9?-generic and g = U G. Thus 

V [G ] l= g- (1) is bi-stationary. 
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STATIONARY SETS AND INFINITARY LOGIC 1315 

Now either g -1(1) C Bc or g - 1 (1) C B, in V [ G ]. We may assume, by symmetry, 
thatg-'(1) c Bc. Letp C G such that 

pI I- _9 g-'(fl C Bc, 

where R is the canonical name for g. Let M -< KH(27(wi1)), C, <*), where <* 
is a well-ordering of H(T7(I)), such that co, + 1 U {p} U {9} U TC({c}) C M, 
MO C M and M| = Col. 

We shall construct two 9,'-generic sets, Go and G1, over M. For this end, list 
open dense D C a with D c M as (Dx < <o,). Define G' {p:i <o1}so 
that p' = p P,1 > with P C De n M, pl1(at) =1, and P. - U for 

limit v. Clearly, G' is 9,'-generic over M and 

M [G'] l= (g') - 1(1) C Be, 

where g1 - U G1. Note also that M[Gl]w C M[GI]. 
LEMMA 8. If c E C such that TC({c}) C M, and f C M, then 

f C Bc M[G'f] l [f C Bc]. 
PROOF. Easy induction on c. - 

By the lemma, (gl)-1(1) E Bc. By construction, (go)-'(I) C NON-STAT 
and (g1)-I(1) C CUB. Now we can finish the proof. Suppose CUB C A and 
NON-STAT n A = 0. This contradicts the fact that (go)-1 (1) C NON-STAT n A. 
Suppose NON-STAT C A and CUB n A = 0. This contradicts the fact that 
(gl)-l () CUB nA. 

?4. The case ?i > A. Let ,1 be a cardinal. Sets A, B C 1u are called almost disjoint 
(on 1tu) if sup(A n B) < u. An almost disjoint i-sequence of subsets of ,u is a sequence 

= (Ba a < A) such that for all a #& /l, I Be I = u and the sets Ba and Bp are 
almost disjoint. The sequence _ is said to be definable on LA if there is a sequence 
(a : a < A) such that lim sup,<, , = i and the predicate x C B), A y < 6a is 
definable on every structure (La, e), where a < i, that is, there is a first order 
formula p0(x, y) of the language of set theory such that for x, y < a < A: 

x E By A y < - (La, e) o (po(x,y). 

LEMMA 9. If t1 = ti, then there is an almost disjoint co, -sequence of subsets of co, 
which is definable on L,,,. 

PROOF. Let (Xi: i < co,) be the set of constructible subsets of co enumerated in 
the order of the canonical well-order <L of L. Let (Sn n < co) be a canonical 
enumeration of all functions s with Dom(s) C co and Rng(s) C {0, 1}. Let 

Bi = 
a 
n C co : Em C Dom (Sn )(M C Xi ` Sn (M) = 

I1)}I 

Let 6a be the largest limit ordinal < a, when ar < co,. Now (Bi : i < co,) is an 
almost disjoint cn -sequence which is definable on L,,,. 

THEOREM 10. Suppose 

(i) . - +. 

(ii) There is an almost disjoint .t-sequence _W (B= a c < A) of subsets of ii which 
is definable on LA. 
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1316 SAHARON SHELAH AND JOUKO VAANANEN 

(iii) For all club subsets C of i there is a subset X of /u such that for all a < i we 
have 

aoc C C== sup (B, \ X) < A 

Then there is a sentence (p C L>> so that for all A C A: 

(R. <, A) I= 9o 4> A is stationary. 

PROOF. Suppose po defines the almost disjoint sequence, as above. We define a 
sequence of formulas of L,,. The variable vectors x in these formulas are always 
sequences of the form (xi: i < ju). Let F be the conjunction of a large but 
finite number of axioms of ZFC + V = L. If Vt(f) is a formula of set theory, let 
qi'(Z-, x1, usV) be the result of replacing every quantifier Vy ... in 'F by Vy ((V i<, y = 

xi) -? ...), every quantifier 3y... in 1 by Ey((Vi<,,,y = xi) A... ), and y C z 
everywhere in 'D by Vi<p (y = ui A z = vi). The following formulas pick 1u from 

C(Y) *((Ai<j<, , Xi < X) A Vz(z < y Vi<,,, z = xi)), 
fOE" (Y) Vu Eu9,(u) 

--- 
Y < U)) 

V/E(Y) ~ Ai<, OE(Yi) 

The following formulas are needed to refer to well-founded models of set theory: 

SOuni(X, z) Vi<,, z = Xi 

joeps (17, m v) Z, Y) oPuni (x , z) A oPuni (x) y) A Vi<, (z = ui A y vi) 

(Pwf(X, I, V) hi , I'/(XG, Us, V) A VY((Ai<,u pOuni(XI yi)) 

3Vi<u ̀SOeps(x, mu V) Yi+l' Y i)) 
(Pcor (X, U, V, Z) h i V s(s < z + Vi<,U(s 

= ui A z = vi)) 

Let 
'PB (Z, y) " 3 u 3 VQ(pwf(Z Xi, 7, V) A Pcor(X, +, +, z) 

AiPcor(X-, 17, a y) A qi (z, y, XZ i, i)). 

The point is that if a C 1u and ,6 C i, then a C Bp if and only if (<) I k B(a, a). 

The following formula says that the element y of 1u is in the subset of i coded by x: 

iOE (yX) 3u ((P/>(u) AVz ((SOB (Z, y) A Ai<,u 
X z xi) -->z < u)I 

Finally, if: 

(Pub(X) Vy3z(y < z A p,(z,& x)), 

Oci ( ?) Vy (Vz(z < y -? 3u(z < u A u < y A o,(u, x)) 

) S'- (Y, x)) 

(Pcub(X) ? Oub (X)A cl (x) 

t Statt) VXa (ian ( d o Xnl ) A icub (s)) 3 Ey (A (ys) A to y (y, ) 

then (R. <, A) I=Ostat if and only if A is stationary. 
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STATIONARY SETS AND INFINITARY LOGIC 1317 

COROLLARY 11. If 21o > tl, tf' = t and MA, then there is a so E L,,,,,,, such 
that for all A C co,: 

(wco, <, A) Io -=?9 A is stationary. 

PROOF. We choose i = co, andy = co in Theorem 10. Condition (ii) holds by 
Lemma 9. Condition (iii) is a consequence of MA + --CH by [2]. -] 

NOTE. The proof of Theorem 10 shows that we actually get the following stronger 
result: If 28o > tl, tl = ti and MA, then the full second order extension LI 
of LC,)I10, is reducible to LC&)iC,)I in expansions of (cw, <). Then, in particular, To, 
is PC(L,,J,,)-definable. This kind of reduction cannot hold on all models. For 
example, co -like dense linear orders with a first element are all LOct -equivalent, 
but not LI~t -equivalent. 

For a < i u+, let (ai : i < 1u) be a continuously increasing sequence of subsets 
of a with a - Ui<, air and 1ai <,u. Define f:u 1 -1u by 

fc, 
() otp(ac) (= the order-type of ai). 

Let DPg be the club-filter on yu. Define for f, g C Py; 

f A"DD g {i : f (i) = g(i)j C DP, 

LEMMA 12. fa /DI is independent of the choice of the sequence (al : i < ju). 

THEOREM 13. Suppose 

(i) i = /u+, where, = /u<P > t8o. 
(ii) For every club C C i there is some X C y x yu such that 

a E C - {i < : (~i, fc (i)) C X} contains a club 
a 0 C - {i < : (~i, fc (i)) , X} contains a club. 

Then there is a sentence (o C L;,i such that for all A C A: 

(i, <,A) I= 9o -=? A is stationary. 

PROOF. This is like the proof of Theorem 10. One uses Lemma 12 to refer to the 
functions f,. We leave the details to the reader. -1 

The Generalized Martin's Axiom for y1 (GMA1p) from [5] is the following principle: 

Generalized Martin's Axiom GMA,.: Suppose 9 is a forcing notion with the 
properties: 

(GMA1) Every descending sequence of length < ,1 in 3? has a greatest lower 
bound. 

(GMA2) If pa C 3? for a < u+, then there is a club C C ju+ and a regressive 
function f : -*+ jj + such that if a c C and cf(a) = u, then the set 

A = {pp: cf(f6) = u, f (a) = f (6)} 

is well-met (i.e., p, q E A -- p V q C a) . 
Then for any dense open sets Dog C 9, a < x, where x, < 2", there is a filter 
in 3? which meets every Do. 
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1318 SAHARON SHELAH AND JOUKO VAANANEN 

PROPOSITION 14. Suppose = u +, where u = lu<' > to, and GMAp. Then for 
every club C C . there is some X C ,u x ,u such that 

a C C - {i < ,u: (i, f ,(i))' C X} contains a club 

a 0 C - <{i < y : (i,f (i)) 0 X} contains a club. 

PROOF. Let a club C C . be given. For a < ,B < i, let C. c D. so that 
fa LCap <f p LCap. (To get such a set Ca one first constructs a club of ordinals i 
with ac = a# n a.) Let 9 consist of conditions 

p = -BPf P, CP1 9P P) 

where 

(i) BP C, JBP I < /, 6P <. 

(ii) fP is a partial mapping with Dom(fP) C ,u x ,u, IDom(fP)I < ,u, and 
Rng(fP) C {0, 1}. 

(iii) If a C BP, then {i < ji (i, f,(i)) C Dom(f P)} is an ordinal j1 > 6P. 
(iv) cP' (cgP: a C B"), where c1P is a closed subset of jP with max(cp) - 6P. 
(v) If a c BP n C and i c cp, -then fP (i, fa (i)) = 1. If a C B" \ C and i c cp, 

then fP (i, f a (i)) = 0. 

(vi) gP: [BP]2 ) u. 
(vii) If a, , c BP with a < ,, then 0 :& cgP \ gP ({a, 6}) C Cap. 

The partial ordering "q extends p" is defined as follows: 

p < q # BP C Bq,fP C fq,gP C gqP < 6, 

Va c BP (cP is an initial segment of cq). 

We show now that 3D satisfies conditions (GMA1) and (GMA2). 
LEMMA 15. 3U satisfies (GMA1). 
PROOF. Let po < ?< pi < ..(i < y) in ? with y < ,u. We may assume 

6PO < 6P' < . Let (5 sup{fPi : i < y}. Let B = Ui<y BPi. We extend Ui f Pi to 
f by defining 

f (5, f") 
1 f c B n C 

We have to check that this definition is coherent, i.e., if a c B n C and ,B c B \ C, 
then fa(6() # fpQ(). Suppose a c BPi and 6 C BPi' with a < f and i < i'. 
Now 0 CPi \gPi' ({a, })CCaC. Hence 6 c C,#, whence fa(6) < fp (). Let 

c = (c,a a C B), where ca =U cPi U {f}, and g = Ui gi. Now the condition 

p = (B, f, c, g, () is the needed l.u.b. of (pi )i<1 

LEMMA 16. 3? satisfies (GMA2). 

PROOF. For a start we define the restriction of p [a of a condition p C 3? in the 
following natural way: 

p[a = (BPna, fP,(c cP y cBP nBa),gP I [BP n a]2,5P). 

Obviously, p [a < p. Suppose pa, a < i, are in 3?. Let h be a one-one mapping 
from 3? to odd ordinals < L. By ,u<,u = , there is a club C C . such that if a C C, 
cf(a) = ,, and BP C a, then h (p) < a, and if a < ,B, a, , C C, then B"P C ,B. 

Choose a regressive function g from the complement of C to the even ordinals that is 
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one-one on ordinals of cofinalityu. Suppose cf(a) = ,u. Let f (a) g (a) if a 0 C, 
and f (a) = h(p, [a) if a C C. Suppose now a < /, cf(a) = cf(f6) = u, and 
f (a) = f (p). WI.lo.g. a, e C C. Thus h(pa [a) = h(pp [p), whence pc [a Pp= p . 
It follows that pa and pp have a l.u.b. -] 

Let 
Dap {p c ?: a c BP and"P > ?1 

where a < i, ,B < ,u. We show that Dp is dense open. Suppose therefore p C 3? is 
given. We construct a condition q E Dfp with p < q. We may assume a 0 BP. Let 
Bq = BP U {a }. Let 

E= n{ct ,e Bq, <q}(E DO). 

Let bq E E \ /] such that bq > supfj j E BP}. Define cq = (c: q e Bq) by 

q _fIcXP U {5q}, if 4 a 

fbq }, if= a. 

Let fq extend fP so that ifX E Bq and]j < bq but (j, f,(j)) 0 Dom(fP), then 

fq( f (j)) { ifa E C 
0 ifa0C. 

Let q = (Bq, f q, gq, 5q), where 
gq - gP U {({,},P) BP.} 

Then q E Dfp, and p < q. 
Let G be a filter that meets every Df. Let 

B = 
U{BP: p c G} 

f =U{fP pE G} 

Ca = U{cP p E G}. 

Then B and each c is a club of u. Let X {(a, fl) E u x u: f (a, fl)1}. 
Suppose a E C andi E c.. Then f (i, fa (i)) = 1 whence (i, fa(i)) E X. Suppose 
a 0 C and i E c. Then f (i, fa (i)) = O whence (i, fa (i)) 0 X. -1 

COROLLARY 17. Suppose X = u+, where ,u = ,u < > t0, and GMAP . Then there 
is a sentence (p E L22 such that for all A C X: 

(X, <, A) I= #= A is stationary. 

PROOF. The claim follows from Theorem 13 and Proposition 14. - 
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